
Understanding Player Life Time Value
Understanding the importance of player lifetime value (LTV) is the difference between
success and failure in any online gaming business. Measuring player performance and
implementing cost effective strategies that properly reward the diverse range of players
in your database is really not that difficult. However many operators fail to grasp the
critical  relationship between LTV and CPA. LTV tells you if a new customer or player is
worth more than the cost of acquiring them. So why do so many sites get this crucial part
of their business wrong and ultimately are forced to sell or shut down?

Player LTV Is? 

LTV measures a player’s estimated net value to an online gaming platform, RMG or Social.
The clock starts from the date of the players  acquisition through to the end of the
player’s relationship with the site. LTV considers the revenue earned from a customer and
compares it to the predicted customer lifespan. The deeper you dive into LTV, the more
formulas there are to break it down, but I am detailing two basic principles in this article.

Player LTV can be determined by multiplying the casino’s Average Revenue Per User
(ARPU) by the average length of time players stay on the casino. ARPU is measured by
dividing the amount of revenue earned by a casino in a certain period of time by the
number of players on the casino in that period of time.

In short, player LTV is the total amount of money generated by a player over the entire
length of their relationship with the casino.

Another method to calculate player LTV using three categories of variables is:
• Monetization is how much customers spend over their lifetime in the game; this

includes ARPDAU (average revenue per daily active user) ARPPU (average revenue per
paying user) and ARPU (average revenue per user)

• Retention (which also includes engagement) is how often people come back to your
game, how frequently within a certain period of time (e.g., every day, every week, every
month) and how often they stay in the game when they play

• Virality is how many additional (free) users each user will bring in (also often measured
over a specific period of time). Every company has a slightly different equation for LTV,
but they all include variable from these macro-categories.

Relationship of LTV to CPA 
An accurate estimation of how much a player is potentially worth will have a direct effect on customer retention strategies. Keeping a
player on the site is self-evidently worthwhile, but not to the point where you’re spending more on them than they are on you. It is a fact
of life in the world of gaming that not all players are equally valuable. A customer who bets a few dollars  once every few months is less
valuable than one who bets hundreds of dollars a year  and your attention and marketing budget should be spent on them accordingly.

For any online gaming platform social or RMG, the equation takes on more importance because sites rely on performance marketing such
as cost per acquisition (CPA), cost per click (CPC) advertising and a firm number for the cost of a new customer. Given that LTV provides
the total value of a customer, as long as the operator can acquire new customers for less than their LTV, you should continue to use  your
current methods of customer acquisition. Once the cost of an acquisition exceeds the value of the new customer, it is unprofitable to
acquire that customer. The difference between the LTV and CPA is the long-term profit—or loss—from the new customer (including
revenue they bring in by acquiring other users for free).

It’s important to balance player LTV against customer acquisition cost. One common rule of thumb is the 3:1 ratio - a customer’s lifetime
value should be equal to three times the acquisition cost, though some experts allow for a smaller ratio of 2:1. The better the ratio, the
better the return on investment.

In todays markets where CPA costs are ever increasing, many companies do not have set advertising budgets (beyond the budget needed
to seed the market and obtain sufficient data to derive a reliable LTV). There is no reason to arbitrarily cap advertising expense as long
as each new customer is profitable. If you can spend an additional $5 million and acquire customers worth $6 million, that makes sense
even if your ad budget was $100,000. That is why we see companies with dominant market share  spending millions per month on some
of their games and overall marketing efforts. Conversely, if you have an advertising budget of $1 million but your LTV is significantly lower
than your CPA, you should stop spending even if you have budget left. There is no reason to spend a million to get $200k back it just
doesn't make good business sense, but unfortunately many sites out there do just that, and before long they have gone out of business.

A thorough understanding of LTV can help any online gaming business understand the value of different player segments and properly
tailor their customer service. It’s in a platforms best interest to raise LTV as high as possible. This can be done by extending the player’s
lifetime on the site, increasing the amount of revenue from each visit, or, hopefully, both.

Extending a player’s lifetime on the site can be managed with effective CRM software. Players will provide value to the site as long as
they feel it provides value to them. Using loyalty and VIP programs to make sure players know they’re important will result in increased
deposits and an extended player lifetime.

Effective casino customer service will decrease churn rate and increase lifetime value. Of course, the most effective method of increasing
player LTV is by offering a high-quality product. Keeping your platform updated with the latest games is the most important step towards
building casino customer loyalty.

The EPA LTV Implementation Solution

If you need help designing and implementing up to date LTV KPI strategies  then you
should be talking to our strategic planning services team at Euro Pacific Asia Consulting
Ltd.  EPA provides a complete service package that includes a review of your loyalty
program, CRM and LTV KPI's and how these can be best implemented in your
environment. We also provide business planning, revenue modelling, feasibility and
market competition analysis as well as a host of other services that go a long way to
ensuring your solution is a success.

Not talking to professionals with real hands on experience in this and other areas  will
without question set your project on the road to failure. 

Euro Pacific Asia Consulting (EPA) are acknowledged industry experts able to advise,
devise, recommend and deliver the best solutions tailor made for your property. 

Contact us today for a detailed proposal
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